
Dispatches recommends this funeral oration by J.P. Harpignies to its readers for a number of 
reasons. None of you likely knew Chris, the subject of the speech. And yet many of us know or 
knew other Chrises, those wounded in the struggle against state-sponsored injustice, violence, and 

occasion to open our eyes to extended implications and complications of our own history and 
circumstance. Using a genre often filled with passion spilling into cliché, he avoids them all, 
creating a portrait of someone we all know without losing the specificity of Chris, someone whose 
difficulties challenge us, someone we love and whose life, which is our life and the lives of our 
friends, we cherish. 

 

 

 

Chris Trenkle (who later on went by "Chris Shea") and I met when we were both 19 years 
old in 1970. We were both young radical anti-war activists in New York City. That year 
Chris got involved in a plot to firebomb a few symbolic sites and was sent to Rikers Island 
where he spent several months and was brutally assaulted on several occasions. It turned out 
later that the prime mover of the whole plot was an undercover cop, a classic "agent 
provocateur" who supplied the firebombs and prodded all the participants to get involved. 
The police "Red Squad" had been filming all the group's dry runs and audiotaping all their 
meetings from the get-go and were just waiting to arrest them on their first attempt in order 
to "catch them in the act." The police had wanted to entrap two fairly established local 
radical figures, Richard Palmer and Sharon Krebs, and the others just got caught up in it. 
Chris was the youngest and didn't have a record, so he did the least time, but he went in 
with brown hair and came out at age 20 with a lot of grey hair, clearly traumatized. 

bout him and the trauma he lived with that 
 

veterans need to be honored and reintegrated into society, and those who suffer from PTSD 
need all the help and support they can get. I share those feelings, but Chris was part of a 

Some of us who were part of the struggle against racism and against the Vietnam War back 
in the 60s and 70s became so enraged at injustice and passionate for change that we did at 
times engage in what, in hindsight may seem to be poorly conceived actions, but our hearts 
were in the right place, and while the world is very far from a liberated utopia and that 
struggle is still ongoing and perhaps interminable, we did have a major positive impact on 
the larger culture in all sorts of ways. 



Chris was, from a very young age, one of the most courageous and committed of us, but he 
e only one of us to take some dangerous risks. The rest of us in this little 

offense, as he was. Chris was unlucky, and he paid a very high price. The psyche and the 

depression, but I am quite confident that they were one significant contributing factor. I 

and nieces to understand that their uncle was also a veteran of a war of sorts, and that he 
deserves to be honored for his service in a noble cause, one that on some level it could be 
argued that in a delayed response, he gave his life for. 

Chris lived with me for a while after he got out of jail. We were good friends for the 
subsequent decades, first through the rest of the trajectory of the anti-Vietnam War 
movement, and when I briefly managed a rock band he and his brother had put together in 
the early 1970s, and then into adulthood and middle age. He had moved to Topanga 
Canyon outside Los Angeles in the mid/late 70s and became a successful house builder and 
construction contractor, but he had trouble with substance abuse on and off all those years, 
especially with coke. He would go on binges and disappear for weeks and occasionally total a 
vehicle, then straighten out and get healthier, do t'ai chi, start running, eat a sound diet, go 
to AA meetings, etc., sometimes even a couple of years at a time, but then a divorce on one 
occasion and break-ups on a few others and a few other times for no discernible reason, he 
would fall off the wagon. Those of us who knew him best felt that his prison experiences 
probably weren't the only cause of his substance abuse but that they were definitely at the 
very least a significant contributor. 
 
Now to some fonder memories: We all know Chris could kvetch and whine and be paranoid 
at times, but in his young adulthood he had times when he was so radiantly alive, having so 

could happen sometimes when he was playing music and things were clicking. One of the 
most memorable of those episodes I remember is when a big bunch of us were living in a big 
dilapidated house in pre-gentrified Fort Greene, Brooklyn, circa 1971, on a street with four 
brothels and many winos directly 
played in front of the house for the annual block party, in front of a very diverse, savvy and 
demanding ghetto crowd, including working girls and pimps and winos as well as our prim 
and proper Seventh Day Adventist neighbors and the Puerto Rican stolen car chop-shop 
mechanics two houses down and even the local stray dogs. The band rocked out and Chris 
was on cloud nine. You could see his smile for miles. A couple of times I was with Chris even 
years later in that neighborhood doing something and a really tough scowling big guy with 

le and say: 
 



Chris, like all of us, was full of paradox. On most of the several mountain trips we took 

the mountain and igno
start to feel the altitude and get woozy while Chris was suddenly energized, zipping around, 
taking pictures, leaping across glaciers and boulders, totally present and alive. Altitude and 
risk seemed to bring him to life. On a trip we took to Guatemala in the early 80s, I 
remember getting intense vertigo at the top of the tallest Mayan temples with insanely steep 
inclines, but Chris was having a grand old time, leaning back, hanging by a fingernail from 
the top of the pyramid taking photos with his free hand.   

That was a very wild journey, during a still very bloody period of social strife in Central 
America. We had landed in Guatemala City on May Day in the midst of immense left-wing 
protests with all the militants wearing face masks so the police photographers (and death 

 
befriending the Mayan activists and union organizers and revolutionaries. Of course, then all 
I had to worry about were the battalions of heavily armed soldiers and secret police 
everywhere. 

One downside of the many trips I took with Chris was that most of the time women were 
just magnetically drawn to him while they totally ignored me. On that Guatemalan trip the 
women just kept staring at him everywhere we went, something about his blue eyes, one of 
them told me. Of course that sex appeal could have its down sides. I remember years later 

 

Another thing that was extraordinary in Chris was his capacity for physical stoicism. He had 
a job one winter in the early 70s in upstate New York and Tom Parker let Chris use a tiny, 
funky cabin Tom had up there near the town of Old Chatham, but deep in the woods, and 
with no heat or electricity or running water, and Chris lived there all winter, cutting wood, 
schlepping in water, shoveling snow when his truck got stuck. I visited him for 36 hours and 
almost froze to death with ten layers on, but he sometimes went out in a tee shirt and stayed 
there for months. He also had a theory when he was doing hands-on building work that 
small and medium cuts and wounds and gashes were good for him because they built up his 
immunity, training his body to fight off infections. 

Of course these are just a few small anecdotes out of so many, and I still find it hard to 
 able to reminisce with him about any of them, let alone generate new 

ones, but when he was at his best, he was more joyous and daring and fully engaged than 

the end of my own trajectory. I wish it had ended much better and much later for you my 
friend, but it was a privilege and a thrill to have gotten to accompany you for part of your 
very wild ride.   



In the last decade or so it got worse and he sank into a very severe depression and began 
drinking heaviliy on top of taking opioids and other drugs. He had a few serious car 
accidents, but the fellow was incredibly sturdy and seemed to have nine lives. A few of his 
friends and family members and community members in Topanga (including some saintly 
AA folks) all tried really hard for years to help him get his life together, but he fell into too 
deep a black hole, and finally, in late May, he slipped and fell in his house and suffered a 
really serious injury and passed away on May 31st. 
 
Here is a link to an archived article from the NY Times about the 1970 "bomb plot."  
 
http://www.nytimes.com/1970/12/09/archives/six-indicted-here-in-a-bomb-plot-by-
weathermen-six-indicted-here-in.html   

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1970/12/09/archives/six-indicted-here-in-a-bomb-plot-by-weathermen-six-indicted-here-in.html
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